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HOST HOST

HOSTS
SAVE OVER 

70%
HOSTS

SAVE OVER 

70%

STEAM4-in-1! It's our 
SmartSteamer,  
Rice Maker and 
Pasta Maker all 
in one, compact 
design. Multi-cook 
several foods at 
once by stacking 
the pieces. 

PASTAGRAINS

optional

MULTI-COOKSTEAM4-in-1! It's our 
SmartSteamer,  
Rice Maker and 
Pasta Maker all 
in one, compact 
design. Multi-cook 
several foods at 
once by stacking 
the pieces. 

PASTAGRAINS

optional

MULTI-COOK

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 24–MARCH 9, 2018 ONLY!
Orders must be submitted by your Consultant by March 9, 2018.

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 24–MARCH 9, 2018 ONLY!
Orders must be submitted by your Consultant by March 9, 2018.

SPRING AHEAD 
AND SAVE

SPRING AHEAD 
AND SAVE

on time, space and money, all with one product. on time, space and money, all with one product.

*Limit one with $700 US in party sales and two friends who date and hold their own parties within 21 days. Offer does not count 
toward party sales for Host Credit. Note: Colors may vary and substitutions may occur.  

*Limit one with $700 in party sales and two friends who date and hold their own parties within 21 days. Offer does not count 
toward party sales for Host Credit. Note: Colors may vary and substitutions may occur.  

Tupperware® Smart Multi-Cooker
Cook smarter with the space-saving product that does it all. 
Steam, cook pasta, potatoes, rice and other grains or multi-cook 
up to three foods at once. Prepare a full meal by multi-cooking 
or up to eight cups of cooked rice and up to six cups of pasta, 
depending on shape.
$155 value. Save $110! 
9152  $45.00

ONLY $45 FOR HOSTS
with $700 or more in party sales and 2 datings* 

HOST 
BONUS
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